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Evacuation time is a significant safety coefficient for Urban Metro Hubs (UMHs). Usually, a reasonable model for evacuation time
will effectively promote the safety for pedestrian when emergency incidents occur in UMHs. In this paper, we propose a pedestrian
evacuation time model for UMHs to improve the accuracy and reliability of its evacuation time. Firstly, we design an experiment
survey based on the multiple video sequences to analyze the characteristics of pedestrian flow. Then, we decompose the evacuation
process on the basis of the parameters, which involve the evacuation characteristics, the speed-density variation law, the pedestrian
drop-off time, the platform evacuation time, and the channel evacuation time. Finally, we take the Bei Da-jie metro hub in Xi’an
as an example, and verify the feasibility of the proposed pedestrian evacuation time model. The results show that the relative error
for the evacuation time between the experiment result and the actual data is only 1.90%, where the experiment time is 169.87 s and
the actual time is 166.64 s. Moreover, the proposed model strictly follows the Code for Design of Metro (GB 50157-003) and hence
it can provide a good theoretical guidance for innovating the evacuation efficiency and the design reasonability of UMHs.

1. Introduction
Transport plays an important role in enhancing the quality
of our living environment. The Urban Metro Hubs (UMHs),
known as a key node of the integrated transport system, are
the distribution center of passenger flow and play a crucial
role in providing multimodal access to people and services
in a manner that is convenient, safe, affordable, sustainable,
efficient, and enjoyable. With the steady and rapid growth
of passenger flow as well as the intensive transit, the closed
environment space, and the complex transfer networks, the
UMHs have become places vulnerable to extreme events,
such as fire, stampede, and delay. Therefore, a time model for
pedestrian evacuation is vital, for one thing, it can improve
the efficiency of pedestrian evacuation, for another, it also ensure the passengers’ life with a reasonable evacuation strategy.
In recent years, the pedestrian evacuation dynamics theory has become a hot topic in the academic field; they focus
their attention on the passenger distribution characteristics
and traffic behavior. It has made considerable progress since

the 1980s; the researchers observed the characteristics of
pedestrian movement regularity. With the deepening of the
research on the regularity in the pedestrian movement, some
also put physiological and psychological characteristics of
pedestrians as a factor into consideration and set up a large
amount of pedestrian simulation models, which is considered
to be a powerful tool for evaluating pedestrian flows in
facilities. These models can be classified as macroscopic and
microscopic models. These scholars who study macroscopic
models believe that pedestrian movement behavior is similar
to the flow of gas or liquid [1–3]. The early macroscopic
models include Game theory [4], Decision theory and Propagation model, Queuing model [5], Transformation Matrix
model [6], Stochastic model [7], and Route Choice Behaviors
model [8]. However, because the above models lack the
consideration of the self-organizing behavior of pedestrians, these models do not have accurate prediction results.
Therefore, some scholars turn their attention to microscopic
pedestrian simulation models [9]. References [10–14] study
normal state population self-organization phenomenon and
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proposed the social force model; many phenomena were
simulated, which include the formation of the trail, oscillation
at the bottleneck, and sheep-flock effect. Hereafter, [15–
17] develop and improve the social force model to some
extent. Reference [18] puts forward cellular automata model
for the first time; it is fancied by most scholars because
of its advantage in simulating the microscopic behavior of
pedestrians. With the deepening of research some improved
models are put forward, such as two process model [19],
Prefixed Probabilities model [20], two floors model [21], and
lattice-gas model [22, 23]. In addition to the social model
and cellular automata model, [24] also puts forward magnetic force model, which has the characteristic of not using
empirical relationships crowd density and speed, whereas
it adopts Coulomb’s theorem describing pedestrians as the
object in magnetic field. With the development of computer
technology, the computer simulation of pedestrian evacuation process becomes possible. It can simulate pedestrians
directly in the moving process of the building and record the
different time of pedestrians position change and meanwhile
calculate the pedestrian evacuation time. There are about 22
pedestrian evacuation models, among them EVACNET [25,
26], Building EXODUS [27, 28], FIRECAM [29], SIMULEX
[30, 31], and HAZARD [32, 33] have received more attention
because of their relatively authentic reflection in pedestrians’
choice of escape routes and pedestrians’ choice evacuation.
In China, the study of pedestrian and evacuation dynamics theory is in early stages, which is mainly focused on
pedestrian traffic characteristics in urban traffic environment and the crowd evacuation in large public places or
buildings (e.g., a theatre, a stadium, or a shopping mall). In
the first part, [34] proposes the centrifugal force model of
pedestrian dynamics and simulates for pedestrian movement
process; [35] proposes a cellular automata-based alighting
and boarding microsimulation model for passengers in Beijing metro stations; [36, 37] propose an evacuation time
model for passengers in metro platforms from field data
by considering crowd density and physical characteristic of
stations; [38–40] investigate pedestrian traffic characteristics
of Chinese metropolis and get the basic data of pedestrian
traffic characteristics and level of service of crossing facilities
by establishing model. In the second part, [41] identifies
seven methodological approaches (e.g., cellular automata
models, lattice gas models, social force models, fluid-dynamic
models, agent-based models, game theoretic models, and
approaches based on experiments with animals) for crowd
evacuation which has been studied over the last decades; [42]
presents a new emergency evacuation system based on MultiAgent framework and Geographic Information System (GIS),
which can simulate human’s typical behaviors in multiexit
public place and present the public evacuation process and
in-time distribution during emergency; [43–45] investigate
the route choice of pedestrians during evacuation under
conditions of both good and zero visibility in a classroom and
build a microscopic pedestrians model with discrete space
representation.
Through analyzing the current research on pedestrian,
this paper maintains that the study of pedestrians and evacuation dynamics is more focused on a building (e.g., a theatre,
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a stadium, or a shopping mall), rather than the UMH. What
is more, these models do not consider the queuing delay
caused by limite dcapacity in stairs or escalator, gate and
China’s pedestrian characteristics are ignored. On the basis of
summarizing traditional evacuation time models, this paper
proposes to do research, respectively, on the character of the
UMHs structure and Chinese pedestrian traffic characteristics and meanwhile use queuing theory and fluid mechanics
simulation theory to establish a pedestrian evacuation time
model in UMHs, which includes the pedestrian drop-off
time, pedestrian evacuation time in platform, and pedestrian
evacuation time in the channel.

2. Experiment Survey Based on Multiple
Video Sequences
2.1. Experiment Design
(1) The Selection of Experimental Observation Time and Place.
The morning peak and evening peak are different to some
extent. Through the survey in the UMHs, the pedestrian
traffic volume in the evening peak is higher than the morning
peak; the trip by the metro is a commuter trip more often;
by contrast, the peak hour mainly focuses on the on and
off duty and business travel at the normal working day. The
survey time should choose the time in the tremendous traffic
demand. Hence, the normal working days are chosen. In
addition, through analysis of the pedestrian flow characteristics in the UMHs, business people travel mainly by elastic
travel, office people and living people mainly by rigid travel.
At the same time, the analysis period should be selected
in the maximum hour to analyze in the UMHs. Eventually,
we determine the survey period is evening peak. The time
of experiment survey based on multiple video sequences is
chosen in 17:00–19:00 on the working day and sums up to
2 hours in the evening peak. Moreover, for the purpose of
eliminating the influence of human factors, the measurement
of geometric parameters in the UMHs is selected at the time
of fewer flow. Through the live measurements on the UMHs
and analysis of the pedestrian flow characteristic, coupled
with the fact where there is only a transfer hub site in Xi’an,
that is, Bei Da-jie station, at the end, we select the Bei Da-jie
station as the best observation in the experiment survey, as
shown in Figure 1.
(2) The Specific Design Scheme. According to the Bei Da-jie
site’s CAD drawings of facility layout and the investigation,
the position of video cameras is determined, as shown in
Figure 2 (the circle is the video camera location); the multiple
video sequences can be obtained in the video cameras. In
the experiment survey, there are 21 video cameras in the Bei
Da-jie station, which record the evolution process of multiple
infrastructure in the evening peak.
A specific operation is as follows.
(1) At the exit: we select the video cameras, which
represent the purple circle1, the purple circle2, the
purple circle3, the purple circle4, and the purple
circle5, to observe the pedestrian flow’s parameters.
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Figure 1: Observational station (Bei Da-jie) for pedestrian flow.

(2) On the stairs and escalators: we select the video
cameras, which represent the blue circle1, the blue
circle2, the blue circle3, the blue circle4, the blue
circle5, and the blue circle6, to observe the pedestrian
flow’s parameters. Where the blue circle1, the blue
circle2, and the blue circle3 are used to observe the
parameters of down direction of the stairs and escalators, meanwhile, the blue circle4, the blue circle5, and
the blue circle6 are used to observe the parameters of
up direction of the stairs and escalators.
(3) In the TVM: we select the video cameras, which
represent the green circle1, the green circle2, the green
circle3, and the green circle4 to observe the pedestrian
flow’s parameters.
(4) In the auto gate: we select the video cameras, which
represent the red circle1, the red circle2, the red
circle3, and the red circle4 to observe the pedestrian
flow’s parameters.

(5) In the transfer channel: we select 1 video camera independently to observe the pedestrian flow’s parameters
in the transfer channel.
(6) On the platform: we select 1 video camera independently to observe the pedestrian flow’s parameters in
the platform.
2.2. Data Collecting and Data Processing
(1) Data Collecting. In order to obtain the pedestrian traffic
characteristics exactly in the Bei Da-jie hub, we use the video
camera method to obtain the multiple video sequences data,
to record video information to collect the pedestrian flow
parameter data, which is shown in Figure 3.
Video acquisition method, which is one of the widely
methods in the investigation. The advantage of the method is
convenient for storage and revisit detail information. At the
same time, the advantage of the method is almost collects all
of the multiple video sequence data in the pedestrian flow
characteristics. The observation pedestrian flow is used to
the video acquisition method such as speed, and density in
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Figure 2: The video camera layout drawing in Bei Da-jie hub.
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Figure 3: Data collection by the video camera.

the platforms, transfer channels, auto gates, stairs and escalators, exits, and so on.
(2) Data Processing. According to the multiple video sequence
data from the camera, every video is divided into framesin a
second and play video frame by frame in processing, then,
we record the correct time in the observation area between
the pedestrian getting into the observation area and leaveing
observation area.

The pedestrian speed is calculated by the length and time
of the observation area in the camera. In the observation, not
only record the speed but also the pedestrian density and the
corresponding pedestrian flow of the moment, and then put
all the multiple video data into the tables, for the purpose of
subsequent data analysis. In the process of data analysis, we
use the SPSS to fit the curve relationship of pedestrian flow
parameters, and we also test the fitting degree using the value
of R-squared.
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Figure 4: Decomposition process of safety evacuation in UMHS.

3. Pedestrian Evacuation Time Model
for UMHS

25.0

3.1. Pedestrian Drop-Off Time Model. Pedestrian drop-off
time refers to the train arriving at the station stably and
the time all passengers droping off from the train to the
platform. Drop-off time is related to drop-off numbers, getup numbers, and the width of the train gate door. Here we
suppose the pedestrian drop-off time is 𝑇1 (𝑠).
Through the analysis, we can conclude that the relationship between the single door drop-off time and the number of
passengers is different; it can be power exponent relationship,
linear relationship, exponential relationship, and natural
logarithm. Among them, the power exponent relationship’s
correlation coefficient (𝑅2 ) is the biggest, with the value
0.9924, as shown in Figure 5.
In Figure 5, the number of passengers and drop-off time
satisfy the following formula:
𝛽1
= 0.6311𝑥0.9884 ,
𝑇1 = 𝛼1 𝑥max

(1)

where 𝑥max : the largest passengers of drop-off passenger of
gate (person), 𝛼1 , 𝛽1 : Parameters for calibration.
3.2. Pedestrian Evacuation Time in Platform. Safety evacuation time in platform is described in metro design code in
China; namely, the width of the exit stairs and evacuation
corridor should guarantee the passengers both on the train
and the platform and staffs working in the station to escape
the fire disaster in 6 minutes. Specific safety evacuation time
in platform in metro specification can be seen as follows:
𝑇0 = 1 +

(𝑄1 + 𝑄2 )
.
{0.9 ⋅ [𝐴 1 ⋅ (𝑁 − 1) + 𝐴 2 ⋅ 𝐵]}

(2)

20.0
Passenger drop-off time (t)

Through the observation and analysis in Xi’an Bei Da-jie
hub, the walking speed and spaces characteristic are different
from each other; based on these differences between them,
we decompose the evacuation process, and the pedestrian
evacuation time (𝑇) is divided into three parts; the first part
is pedestrian drop-off time (𝑇1 ), the second part is safety
evacuation time in platform (𝑇2 ), and the third part is time
of pedestrian pass channel, stairway (or escalators) (𝑇3 ).
Safety evacuation time is shown in Figure 4, and detailed
description for every part of evacuation time is shown as
follows.
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Y = −8.2374 + 6.9942∗log(x)
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Y = 0.6636∗x − 0.6969
R2 = 0.9891
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Figure 5: The function curve fitting between passenger number and
drop-off time.

The evacuation time in platform in metro specification
above only considers the biggest evacuation capacity of
different facilities and thinks little of the pedestrian density
and the impact of environment on pedestrian speed, and
the influence of guideline information (directional signs,
direction signs, radio evacuation command, radio evacuation
message, etc.) is also insightful and thinks little about the
factors that may affect traffic organization in the transport
hub, making the large deviation time between the theoretical calculation result and the actual evacuation. Hence,
in the process of channel (stairway, escalators) evacuation,
we consider the speed-density change law of the traffic
flow, taking wave theory as an example to simulate the
pedestrian flow, as well as considering the accumulation and
dissipation characteristic of pedestrian, compared to only
considering the evacuation capability on the platform which
has improved, further to improve the traditional evacuation
time model.
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Figure 6: Pedestrian evacuation process.

Platform evacuation time can be divided into three
phases, as shown in Figure 6. Here we suppose the final
pedestrian as the research object, as shown in the red circle in
the figure. The final pedestrian (red circle) of the evacuation
process can be divided into two stages. The first stage is
shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b), at this period of time, the
speed of him is mainly influenced by the evanescent wave
which transmits from high density to low density, and the
evanescent wave is beginning to transform into the gathering
wave. During the forward process, there will be a speed
mutation point; the pedestrian (red circle) will suddenly
slow down at this point, which is due to the pedestrian
waiting in line in front of the evacuation platform, so the
flow density is very large and the corresponding speed is very
low; the second stage is shown in Figure 6(b) to Figure 6(c),
pedestrian (red circle) is mainly affected by the fluctuation of
the pedestrian flow, and the gathering wave is beginning to
transform into evanescent wave.
Here we suppose the safety evacuation time in platform is
𝑇2 (𝑠), pedestrian passing time to the stairway (or escalators) is
𝑇21 (𝑠), and pedestrian passing time in stairway (or escalators)
is 𝑇22 (𝑠). Thus the safety evacuation time mode in the
platform is shown below
𝑄𝑤1 =

(V1 − V2 )
,
(1/𝑘1 − 1/𝑘2 )

𝑄𝑤2 =

(V3 − V2 )
,
(1/𝑘3 − 1/𝑘2 )

𝑇21 = 𝑇1 ⋅

(3)

𝑄𝑤1
,
(𝑄𝑤1 − 𝑄𝑤2 )

𝑙1
,
V3

𝑇2 = 𝑇21 + 𝑇22 .

(4)

(5)

3.3. Pedestrian Evacuation Time in Channel (Stairway, Escalators). We suppose the time of pedestrian pass channel,
stairway (or escalators), is 𝑇3 (𝑠), the time of pedestrian pass
channel is 𝑇31 (𝑠), pedestrian dissipation time on auto gate is
𝑇32 (𝑠), and pedestrians pass time on stairway (or escalators)
is 𝑇33 (𝑠).
(1) Calculation of the Time of Pedestrian Pass Channel. Pedestrian speed in the corridor or stairway is largely influenced
by flow density. The pedestrians occupied smaller place when
the passenger flow volume is larger, and the pedestrian
speed is slower. While on the other hand, the smaller the
flow density, the faster the pedestrian speed. According to
the collected data in the Bei Da-jie station, we find the
relationship between speed and density in pass channel,
which is shown in Figure 7.
According to the fitting functions between the speed and
density of pedestrians, we can see that there is a strong
correlation between the speed and density of pedestrians in
a subway corridor or in the stairway (upward direction and
downward direction of the stairs), and they comply with
third-degree polynomial curve (𝑅2 is the biggest, with the
value 0.934), which is shown in Table 1.
Thus the time of pedestrian pass channel can be shown as
follows:
𝑇31 =

where 𝑄𝑤1 —wave flow of pedestrians aggregation wave
after getting off (p/(m⋅s)), 𝑄𝑤2 —wave flow of pedestrians
evanescent wave on stairway (or escalator) (p/(m⋅s)), V1 —
pedestrian normal walking speed after getting off the train
(m/s), V2 —pedestrian dissipation speed on stairway (or
escalators) (m/s), V3 —escalator running speed or pedestrians
speed climbing up the stairway (m/s), 𝑘1 —pedestrian density
under V1 state (p/m2 ), 𝑘2 —pedestrian density under V2 state
(p/m2 ), and 𝑘3 —pedestrian density under V3 state (p/m2 ):
𝑇22 =

where 𝑙1 —stairway (or escalator) length (m).
Thus the evacuation time in platform 𝑇2 is

𝑙2
𝑙2
=
,
3
V (𝑘) (𝛼2 𝑘 + 𝛽2 𝑘2 + 𝛾𝑘 + 𝐶)

(6)

where 𝑙2 —channel length (m), 𝑘—pedestrian density in
corridor (p/m2), and 𝛼2 , 𝛽2 , 𝛾, 𝐶—parameters for calibration.
(2) Calculation of Pedestrian Dissipation Time on Auto Gate.
Here we suppose the mean arrival rate of pedestrian flow is 𝜆
and the average service rate of auto gate is 𝜇; thus the traffic
intensity of auto gate is 𝜌. And we assume that the time of
the pedestrian pass through the auto gate meets the standard
M/M/1 model (Figure 8).
In the standard M/M/C and M/M/1/C model, the regulation of characteristics of those models is the same with
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Table 1: Model summary and parameter estimates.

Equation
Logarithmic
Cubic
Exponential

Model summary
𝐹
df1
236.71
1
276.576
3
516.655
1

𝑅 Square
0.795
0.934
0.894

df2
61
59
61

Sig.
0
0
0

Constant
1.228
1.651
1.836

Parameter estimates
𝑏1
𝑏2
−0.355
−0.229
−0.113
−0.349

𝑏3
0.022

The independent variable: density.
Dependent variable: speed.

Queue

Auto gate
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Passengers

Speed (m/s)

1.25
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..
.
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..
.

Queueing system
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Figure 8: Passengers queuing at the auto gate.
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Figure 7: Create fit curve between speed and density.

(3) Calculation of Pedestrians Pass Time on Stairs (or Escalators). For escalator, the speed and width of it are fixed, and the
pedestrians are upward and downward with it automatically
without walking on it, so the time is basically fixed. As shown
in the following:
𝑇33 =

the standard M/M/1. In addition, specified the auto gates are
mutual independent and the average service rates are the
same; namely, 𝜇1 = 𝜇2 = the 𝜇𝑐 = 𝜇. So the average service
rate for the whole services agency is 𝑐𝜇(𝑛 ⩾ 𝑐) (𝑛𝜇(𝑛 < 𝑐)).
Similarly, we find
(a) the entire gates idle probability
−1

1 𝜆 𝑘 1
1
𝜆 𝑐
⋅( ) ] ,
𝑃0 = [ ∑ ( ) + ⋅
𝑘! 𝜇
𝑐! 1 − 𝜌
𝜇
𝑘=1
𝑐−1

(7)

(b) average number of customers in system 𝐿 𝑠
𝐿𝑠 = 𝐿𝑞 +

𝜆
𝜇

(8)

𝑇3 = 𝑇31 + 𝑇32 + 𝑇33 .

𝑛=𝑐+1

𝑐!(1 − 𝜌)

𝐿 𝑞 = ∑ (𝑛 − 𝑐) 𝑃𝑛 =

𝑃
2 0

𝐿𝑠
,
𝜆

(13)

3

𝑇 = ∑ 𝑇𝑖 .

(14)

𝑖=1

(9)
3.5. Example Verification

(d) expected value of stay time in the system
𝑊𝑠 =

(12)

3.4. Pedestrian Evacuation Time Model. The safety evacuation time of pedestrian is divided into three parts, and
with those three parts added up we can get the whole
evacuation time. Taking the pedestrian drop-off time, safety
evacuation time in platform, time of pedestrian pass channel,
and stairway (or escalators) into consideration, the safety
evacuation time model in UMHs is established and is shown
in what follows:

𝑐

(𝑐𝜌) 𝜌

𝑙1
,
V3

where 𝑙1 —stairway (or escalator) length (m).
The whole pedestrian evacuation time in the Urban Metro
Hub is as follows:

(c) average numbers of customer in the queue 𝐿 𝑞
∞

(11)

(10)

3.5.1. General Situation. In this paper, we take the Bei Dajie metro hub in Xi’an as an example, mainly based on two
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Table 2: Observed values of model parameters in various stages.

Number
1

Model name
Pedestrian drop-off time

2

Pedestrian evacuation time in platform

3

Pedestrian evacuation time in channel

S
E

Index name
𝑇1
V1
V2
V3
𝑘1
𝑘2
𝑘3
𝑙1
𝑘
𝑙2
𝑐
𝜇
𝜆

W
N

Observed values
20
1.495
1.05
0.93
1.167
1.193
2.181
28.24
1.314
100
6
0.5
1.35

Unit
—
(m/s)
(m/s)
(m/s)
(p/m2 )
(p/m2 )
(p/m2 )
m
(p/m2 )
m
—
(p/min)
(p/min)

Table 3: The observed pedestrian evacuation time in each stage.
Stage name
Pedestrian drop-off time
Pedestrian evacuation time in platform
Pedestrian evacuation time in channel
Total time

Observed time (s)
11.16
44.86
113.85
169.87

Table 4: The calculated pedestrian evacuation time in each stage.

Pedestrian flow in B3F
Pedestrian flow in B2F
Pedestrian flow in B1F

Off point
Split-flow point

Stage name
Pedestrian drop-off time
Pedestrian evacuation time in platform
Pedestrian evacuation time in channel
Total time

Calculated time (s)
12.23
42.76
111.64
166.64

Figure 9: Pedestrians’ walking flow lines.

reasons. On the one hand, the station is a typical “ten” shaped
metro interchange station, line 1 and line 2 meet here, line
1 site is side platform, line 2 site is an island platform, and
the pedestrians’ walking flow lines are shown in Figure 9. On
the other hand, the station is the only staggered floor transfer
station based on a ladder in Xi’an, which is characterized
by the shortest distance traveled by passengers; especially
in peak hours the transfer time is not more than one
minute. Therefore, a higher request for passenger transport
organization and train time interval coordinate should be put
forward.
3.5.2. The Relevant Data Measured. Before studying the
pedestrians’ transfer time model in Xi’an Bei Da-jie station,
some parameters are measured, which are shown in Table 2.

of the pedestrian evacuation time is shown in Table 3. The
total number of pedestrians is 317 that transfer to line 1 from
line 2, the last pedestrian used 172.82 seconds totally when he
arrived at line 1 platform.
(2) The Calculated Results. The established evacuation time
model in this paper is used to calculate each stage of the
pedestrian evacuation time; the result is shown in Table 4.
(3) Comparison Analysis. Comparing the observed time with
the calculated time, we can see that the error between them
is only 1.90%. What is more, the error in each stage is also
very tiny; the result is shown in Table 5. In the end, the
estimation results of the established model in the paper and
measured values are consistent; the applicability of the model
is reasonable.

4. Conclusions
3.5.3. Results
(1) The Observed Results. Transferring the case to the Bei Dajie when the peak hours of pedestrian flow is short, and a cycle
of pedestrian flow evacuation time is measured; each stage

(1) Through calculating the whole evacuation time in Xi’an
Bei Da-jie transfer hub, the observed results in the model
are 169.87 s, the calculated results in the model are 166.64 s
as well, and the relative error between them is 1.90%, where
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Table 5: The relative error analysis.

Stage name
Pedestrian drop-off time
Pedestrian evacuation time in platform
Pedestrian evacuation time in channel
Total time

Observed time (s)
11.16
44.86
113.85
169.87

we have the following. (a) The pedestrian drop-off time’s
measured value is 11.16 s, the value of calculation is 12.23 s,
and the relative error is −9.59%. (b) The value of measure in
platform evacuation time is 44.86 s, the value of calculation
is 42.76 s, and the relative error is 4.68%. (c) The value of
measure in channel evacuation time is 113.85 s, the value
of calculation is 111.64 s, and the relative error is 1.94%.
Compared to the Code for Design of Metro (GB 50157003) promulgated by Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural
Construction of the People’s Republic of China (MOHURD),
the whole time is 166.64 s, less than the 6 min in Code for
Design of Metro (GB 50157-003), and the applicability of the
pedestrian evacuation time model was verified.
(2) In terms of the pedestrian drop-off time model,
through fitting analysis with the multiple video sequence
data, the four functions of the relationship are fitted between
passengers getting off them through a single door and a
number of alighting passengers; the fitting functions are
composed of the exponent relationship, linear relationship,
exponential relationship, and the natural logarithm relationship. The correlation coefficient of exponent relationship is the largest and the correlation coefficient (𝑅2 ) is
0.9924. The relationship between passengers getting off time
and the number of alighting passengers is an exponent
relationship. For the platform evacuation time model, the
pedestrian evacuation process obeys the wave theory. As an
improvement, compared to Code for Design of Metro (GB
50157-003), we consider the pedestrian flow speed-density
changing laws and combining with the flow wave theory, the
platform evacuation time model has been improved for better
reflection of the pedestrian flow distribution characteristics
in this paper.
(3) In terms of the channel evacuation time models, the
pedestrian evacuation time model has been split into the
time that pedestrians pass through the corridor, the auto
gate, and stairs or escalators. The research result indicates
that there is a strong quartic polynomial relation between
pedestrian flow velocity and density of the subway corridor
and upward direction and downward direction of the stairs.
The time of pedestrians through the auto gate is to meet the
standard M/M/C model. The actual evacuation time in the
hub corridor can be better reflected while comprehensively
considering the time, which consider pedestrians passing
through the corridor, the auto gate, and stairs or escalators
into the channel evacuation time model.
(4) In addition, as a future work, we only take the Bei
Da-jie transfer hub in Xi’an as an example and verify the
feasibility of the proposed pedestrian evacuation time model.
Next, we should do lots of experiment surveys, such as
other Urban Metro Hubs in Xi’an, verify and modified the

Calculated time (s)
12.23
42.76
111.64
166.64

Relative error
−9.59%
4.68%
1.94%
1.90%

model. In addition, could the Urban Metro Hubs (UMHs)
become a full-time laboratory? What if you could analyze
every transaction, capture insights from every passenger
interaction, and did not have to wait for months to get data
from the field? What if. . .? Big data are flooding in at rates
never seen before—doubling every 18 months. In the future,
how to set up the platform for big data, big discovery, and big
decision in the UMHs? The answer is technology. Technology
for capturing and analyzing big data is widely available at
ever-lower price points. With the recent developments of
sensing, networking, and computing technologies, more and
more UMHs-related big data and computational resources
become available.
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